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“Only surround yourself with people 
who will lift you higher” 

– Oprah Winfrey





Editor’s Note…..

‘Back to School’ offers a fresh start to all!!!
I used to love back-to-school season, in fact I still love it! The new 
school supplies, new clothes, new lunchbox, and the onset of cooler, 
crisp air and changing weather. But more importantly, it represents an 
opportunity for a fresh start and definitely keep our calories burning 
with some back-to-school shopping. The month of September brings in 
our much awaited field trip, to exploring Science the FUN way and our 
most favorite activity, Reading by KG2’s to KG1’s and of course loads 
of Positivity and Learning from our loving teachers….

A promise of a Rocking Term 2!!

Until then…..keep reading!!!!!



A word from our 
principal…

Dear Parents,
We love the pit pit patter of tiny feet; the buzz buzz buzzing of the busy minds; 
the thing we love the most is the beautiful smiles that light up our days, bring 
freshness to our routines and of course add that much needed energy to get us 
on our feet. 

As much as we look forward to a good break, we look forward to our reopening 
days with equal fervor. Our little ones fill our environment with enthusiasm, 
warmth and positivity; and take us along on an exciting journey of learning, 
unearthing new wonders at every step. 

Looking forward to a great Term 2 and
the beginning of which; is what follows in the Newsletter.

Happy Reading!  

Looking Ahead…
With best regards,
Rashmi Nagendra



Happenings 
at our 

Nursery!!



Crazy Hat Day

Children had a great time showing off their wild and crazy head gears
on 28th September, 2017 during crazy hat day! We, at Ambassador
Nursery aims to help children develop their fine and gross motor skills,
as well as to foster social skills and creativity. A simple parade was
conducted at the Nursery and Kindergarten Quadrangle to display our
little ones brilliant ideas and creativity.

Children were so excited to speak up Regarding
their crazy hats. To sum it all, it was a fun day for
everyone!







Our 
Kindergarten
Happenings



Theme of the month:

KG 1



KG 2:



Field Trip-
Dubai Museum



“Culture is the widening of the mind and of the spirit”
– Jawaharlal Nehru.

To reinforce our UAE culture best is when visited personally!! The

Dubai Museum is a museum piece in itself, in fact the oldest building

in Dubai. From the traditional dhow depicting one of the easy modes

of transport, a model of a traditional Gulf-Arab home, complete with

wind-tower, and a fully working model of a wind-tower, the

traditional, pre-air conditioning way to beat the heat – a local

adaptation of what was probably a Persian/Iranian innovation, our

kindergarteners grasped it all with amusement

and interest. A wonderful learning outside

classroom for our dear students!!!





Fun with
Science



Always question, Always wonder!!! Our KG1 students were amazed to
discover the various hues and magic of ‘Air’ through many air based
experiments conducted in their classrooms while our KG2’s unfurled
the science of ‘Energy’ and ‘Nature’ through their own exploration
and observations!!!

Science is the poetry of reality!!!





Reading 
Day!!



The reading must go on and on and on….our KG2 children took up 

the opportunity to visit a KG1 class and read out a story to them. 

Indeed, the whole world opened to them when they started to 

read!!!!
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For more updates check out our Facebook page: 
ttps://www.facebook.com/Ambassadorkg

https://www.facebook.com/Ambassadorkg


Until we meet 
again…..


